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Takeaways 

•  There are effective Private Industry “Operational 
Security” Communities that specialize. 

•  Effective Incident Response, Cyber-Risk 
Management, and Investigations require active 
participation and collaboration in these 
“Operational Security Communities.” 

•  These communities have rules, expectations, 
“trust networks,” and paranoia that makes it hard 
to find and hard to gain access. 

•  The presentation’s goal will help organizations 
understand what the community is all about, how 
to work with these communities, and how to 
enter these communities.  
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Traditional Views of Action 

•  Government will fix the security problem? 
•  Big Industry will fix the security problem? 
•  Public – Private Partnership will fix the security 

problem? 
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Example of Specializations 

•  Situational Consultation: OPSEC Trust’s Main Team 
•  Situational Awareness: BTFC, SCADASEC (and others)  
•  Dissecting Malware: YASMIL, II (perhaps MWP) 
•  Big Back Bone Security and IP Based Remediation: NSP-

SEC 
•  Domain Name Takedown: NX-Domain 
•  DNS System Security: DNS-OARC 
•  Anti SPAM, Phishing, and Crime: MAAWG & APWG 
•  Vulnerability Management: FIRST 
•  Many other Confidential Groups specializing into specific 

areas, issues, incidents, and vulnerabilities. 

•  Investigative Portals: OPSEC Trust 
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Agenda 

•  What are Operational Security 
Communities? 

•  Key Principles for how they work (and not 
work). 

•  NSP-SEC Example 
•  Communities Examples 
•  OPSEC Trust – Evolution Continues 
•  Summary 
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Emergence of Operational 
Security  

•  Changes in the threat have instigated the 
networks who depend on the Internet to work 
with each other to battle these threats to their 
business. 

•  Critical Infrastructure has three major  
threat drivers: 
–  Community #1 Criminal Threat 

–  Community #2 War Fighting, Espionage and  
Terrorist Threat 

–  Community #3 P3 (Patriotic, Passion, &  
Principle) Threat 
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2002 - The Real Security 
Problem 

•  September 2002 ISP/SP Operations Security 
Engineers could not: 
–  Find their security colleagues in their directly attached 

peers. 
–  Find security engineers in providers two hops away. 
–  Find any security engineers in the big Asia providers. 

•  If big attacks happened, there was no way for the 
people who needed to work with each other to 
find each other … let alone work collectively to 
mitigate the attack.   
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2003 – A Year of Difference 
•  September 2003 ISP/SP Operations Security 

Engineers can: 
–  Find their security colleagues in their direct peers and a 

huge range if global ISP/SPs. 
–  Work with each other via E-mail, chat, iNOC Phone, and 

POTs to collectively mitigate attacks and incidents on 
the Internet. 

–  Execute Inter-provider Tracebacks and Mitigation. 
–  Proactive measures to prepare for projected attacks. 

•  What changed? 
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National 
Cyber 
Teams 

Aggressive Collaboration is the 
Key 

NSP-SEC 

NSP-SEC-BR NSP-SEC-JP 

FIRST/CERT 
Teams 

NSP-SEC-D 

Drone-Armies 

NSP-SEC-CN 

FUN-SEC 

Telecoms  
ISAC 

Other 
ISACs 

MWP 

Hijacked 

DSHIELD 

iNOC-DBA 

Note: We are not trying to 
illustrate actual inter-relational or 
interactive connections between 
the different communities. 

OPSEC  
Trust 

Internet  
Storm 
Center 

SANS 

II YASML 

FS ISAC 
ISACs 

Conficker 
Cabal 

SCADA  
Security 

OPEC 
Trust 
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How does it really “Work?” 

Principles of How Operational 
Security 
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Principles 

•  Chain of Trust 
•  Sphere of Trust 
•  Need to Know 
•  Chain of Action (new) 
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Chain of Trust 

•  If I trust you and you trust him, then I can also 
trust him. 

Bob Aswan 

Frank 

Danny Lisa 

Trust Trust Trust 

Because Frank trust Bob, Frank can 
also trust Lisa. 
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Sphere of Trust 

•  The group together can be see as a sphere, 
realm, zone, of trust. 

Bob Aswan 

Frank 

Danny Lisa 

Trust Trust Trust 

Trust 
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Need to Know 

•  The term "need to know", when used by 
government and other organizations (particularly 
those related to the military or espionage), 
describes the restriction of data which is 
considered very sensitive. (Wikipedia)  
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Need to Know in Action 

•  The Battle of Normandy in 1944 is an example of 
a need-to-know restriction. Though thousands of 
military personnel were involved in planning the 
invasion, only a small number of them knew the 
entire scope of the operation; the rest were only 
informed of data needed to complete a small part 
of the plan. (Wikipedia) 
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Do you need to know this? 

I've been working an attack against XXX.YY.236.66/32 
and XXX.YY.236.69/32. We're seeing traffic come from 
<ISP-A>, <ISP-B>, <IXP-East/West> and others.  

Attack is hitting both IP's on tcp 53 and sourced with 
x.y.0.0.   

I've got it filtered so it's not a big problem, but if 
anyone is around I'd appreciate it if you could filter/
trace on your network.  I'll be up for a while :/ 
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Need to Know in Operation 
Security 

•  I trust you. You are 
someone I can depend 
on, but you don’t 
really need to know 
about the details of 
this incident. 

•  Not being in a Need to 
Know Sphere does not 
mean you are not 
trusted. 

Sphere of Trust 

Need to Know 
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Sphere of Action 
•  You trust someone, but will they be able to do 

something, be responsive, and/or make 
something happen? 

•  Sphere of Action and Chain of Action is a new 
concept for vetting peers into operational 
communities. 

•  Some communities would like to just know 
something will happen.  
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You trust your partner to act 

•  When you are in a crisis, 
you need to trust your 
partner to do their part – 
taking action with their 
span of control/span of 
influence. 

•  If they do not act, you 
get shot in the back (are 
you covering your sector/
zone?). 
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Expectation of Action 
•  “Lurking” is bad behavior on Operational Security 

Communities. 
•  There is an expectation of action – where you use 

the information to do something within your span 
of control & influence to fight the badness. 
–  Collect more data and share. 
–  Use your product to act. 
–  Use the information to act (i.e. operator) 
–  Improve your product or network. 

•  Stewardship is expected along with some sort of 
dialog – out of band, to the list, via encrypted 
chat, or where it just “happens.” 

•  Inability to meet expectations erodes trust and 
your reputation of someone who acts. 
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It is all about Operational 
Trust 

Trust is a bet that an entity, which you 
cannot control, will meet expectations 

that are favorable to your cause. 

 

Operational trust is the trust that is 
required from every person and earned 

by every entity to accomplish an 
endeavor. 

 - Lt Col Nicole Blatt 
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Stewardship of the Community’s 
Integrity 

•  Maintaining Integrity is common sense …. 

•  Never Ever forward information posting within a 
operational security group without the explicit 
permission of the person who posted the 
information. 

–  Immediate breach of trust. 
– Violation of the integrity of the community. 

•  Each individual is accountable to be a steward of 
the information posted and discussed within the 
community. 
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NSP-SEC Example 
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NSP-SEC 

•  NSP-SEC was created by several ISP/
SP Security Engineers as a means to 
meet the following objectives: 

1.  Provide a means for ISP/SP Security 
Engineers to find their colleagues. 

2.  Create a potential forum for ISP/SP 
Security Engineers to work on DOS 
attacks, Incidents, and other activities. 
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Finding their Colleagues 
was the Key 

•  We know that:  
–  two engineers working together to mitigate an incident is 

more effective than one engineer working alone. 
–  incident mitigation is faster if engineers can 

communicate with each other during an incident. 

•  NSP-SEC provides that means to find 
colleagues and perhaps – work on the 
incidents. 
–  It is not the exclusive mode of collaboration. “Point to 

Point” collaboration outside of NSP-SEC does happen and 
is strongly promoted.  
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NSP-SEC – The Details 

•  NSP-SEC – Closed Security Operations 
Alias for engineers actively working with 
NSPs/ISPs to mitigate security incidents. 

•  Multiple Layers of sanity checking the 
applicability and trust levels of individuals. 

•  Not meant to be perfect – just better than 
what we had before. 

•  NSP-SEC “hides in plane sight – where anyone 
interested can find, but not be privy to need to 
know consultation/actions 
–  http://puck.nether.net/mailman/listinfo/nsp-security 
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NSP-SEC Membership 
Requirements 

Membership in nsp-sec is restricted to 
those actively involved in mitigation of 
NSP Security incidents. Therefore, it will 
be limited to operators, vendors, 
researchers, and people in the FIRST 
community working to stop NSP Security 
incidents. That means no press and 
(hopefully) none of the "bad guys.“ 

http://puck.nether.net/mailman/listinfo/nsp-security 
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NSP-SEC Membership 
Requirements 

•  Being a “Security Guru” does not qualify 
for NSP-SEC Membership. 

•  Being “from the Government” does not 
qualify for NSP-SEC Membership. 

•  You need to be someone who touches a 
router in a ISP/SP backbone, can tell 
someone to touch a router, offer some 
service to the forum, or develop BCPs for 
the community. 

•  NO LURKERS! If you do not contribute, 
you get punted off. 
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NSP-SEC: Daily DDOS 
Mitigation Work 

I've been working an attack against XXX.YY.236.66/32 
and XXX.YY.236.69/32. We're seeing traffic come from 
<ISP-A>, <ISP-B>, <IXP-East/West> and others.  

Attack is hitting both IP's on tcp 53 and sourced with 
x.y.0.0.   

I've got it filtered so it's not a big problem, but if 
anyone is around I'd appreciate it if you could filter/
trace on your network.  I'll be up for a while :/ 
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NSP-SEC: Daily DDOS 
Mitigations  

F 

Target 

POP 

ISP - A 

ISP - B 

ISP - C 

ISP - D 
ISP - H 

ISP - G 

ISP - E 
ISP - F ISP - I 
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NSP-SEC is not …. 

•  NSP-SEC is not perfect 
•  NSP-SEC is not to solve all the challenges of 

inter-provider security coordination 
•  NSP-SEC is not the ultimate solution. 
•  But, NSP-SEC does impact the security of the 

Internet: 
–  Example: Slammer 
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NSP-SEC’s Role during 
Slammer 

•  The ISPs were the first to notice something was 
happening.  
– Circuits saturated, routers spiking, BGP 

sessions flapped, and customers complained. 
•  NSP-SEC was the first reporter of the worm. 

CERT/FIRST Teams got their alert from NSP-SEC. 
•  NSP-SEC members were the ones who dump the 

packets, analyzed the worm, characterized its 
spread, and came up with a way to contain the 
worm. 
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Impact of NSP-SEC’s 
Containment 

First Seen 

Containment 
Starts 

Containment 
Takes Effect 

Real Impact 

4:00 a.m. PST 
Containment 

In the Skitter 
Core 
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NSP-SEC Capabilities & 
Capacity 

•  Industry wide Remote Triggered Black 
Hole 

•  Industry Wide BGP Response 
•  Industry Wide Sink Holes 
• Mix capability of Backtracing 

•  Service Level Agreement (SLA) is the 
driving factor for the NSP-SEC 
Community 
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Operational Security 
Group Examples 
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Operational Security Group 
Examples 

•  The following are some example which will 
provide you a tool and context of the types of 
groups. 
–  Some are open to all. 
–  Some are personality driven 
–  Some are interest driven 
–  Some are highly peer vetted 
–  Some are peer meshed – where only the best of the 

best are involved. 
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DNS Operations  

•  An open public forum for informal 
reporting, tracking, resolving, and 
discussing DNS operational issues 
including outages, attacks, errors, failures, 
and features. Note that discussion of non-
ICANN root systems is explicitly off-topic.  

•  https://lists.dns-oarc.net/mailman/listinfo/
dns-operations 

•  Sponsored by DNS-OARC  
– www.dns-orac.net 
– The operational equivalent of “DNS-CERT” 
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FUNSEC 

•  Fun and Misc security discussion for OT 
posts.  

•  Created to allow Security Professionals to 
vent and make fun of news post – some of 
which gets people very irritated. The alias 
keeps the venting off operational forums – 
but often digresses into operational 
conversations. 

•  https://linuxbox.org/cgi-bin/mailman/
listinfo/funsec 
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MWP (Malware Protection) 

•  MWP was created by Gadi Evron to pull together 
Anti-Virus Vendors, Researchers, SPs, and Law 
Enforcement (break through at the time). 

•  Closed (need Gadi’s approval) 
–  https://linuxbox.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/mwp 
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II - Incidents & Insights 
Discussion Group  

•  Incidents & Insights This group, copyright 2007-9, is owned and 
operated by Ken Dunham. This private list encourages sharing of 
malicious data and analysis related to incidents AND insights about 
emerging threat trends.  

•  You're welcomed to share smaller ZIP files through this group, 
unfiltered. You are also welcomed to join the FTP server managed by 
Ken Dunham (for access contact ken@kendunham.org).  

•  General Rules of Conduct Membership is by invitation only, approved 
by Ken Dunham exclusively. Mr. Dunham generally allows any 
qualified security professional to join the group with one 
recommendation from a trusted source.  

•  Any abuse, illegal behavior, or flaming/disrespectful behavior is not 
tolerated. No competitor games or blackballing people.  

•  Rules:  
–  1. Be respectful  
–  2. Be engaged  

•  Sincerely, Ken Dunham ken@kendunham.org Incidents & Insights 
Group Founder & Moderator.  
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Yet Another Security Mailing List - 
YASML 

•  The goal of this group is simple, we aim to provide an 
arena to share data that encourages collaboration on 
various security topics. It is our goal to build self 
sufficient community that encompasses a wide range 
of skill sets and talents whose unified purpose is to 
effectively address problems related to cybercrime 
and malware. We aim to provide our members an 
open forum, free of ego, free of competitive 
commercial interests, and most of all ideas and 
services that AID in the analysis and possible capture 
of criminals. (via sharing and creating actionable 
intel). 

•  Peer Vetted Community http://www.opensecnet.com/
mailman/listinfo/yasml 
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NXDomains 

•  This list is dedicated to the notification, investigation, and 
takedown of malicious domains. 
–  This is the community who works within the DNS Registry/

Registrar system to remove validated malicious domains. 
–  Interface between the Operational Security Community and 

the DNS Registry/Registrar system 
–  "best effort" community, that operates based on all parties 

expending their best level of effort to tackle an issue.   
•  Members range from registries, registrars, law 

enforcement, to vetted security professionals.  
•  E-mail to nxadmins@opensecnet.com to apply for 

membership. 

NxDomains results is a way to demonstrate a 
desire to act through best effort action.   
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SCADA Security Community 

•  What is SCADASEC-L?  
–  SCADASEC's top priority and goal is to provide education and 

training awareness programs for both public and private sectors, 
as well as for the general public. Information, its availability, and 
its dissemination, are vital in securing our Nation's infrastructures.  
 
Public and private sector organizations cannot easily protect the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information in today's 
highly-available and publicly networked system environments 
without some form of compromise of ensuring that all people 
involved are using and/or managing information effectively. Part of 
the educational process is through providing a better 
understanding of their roles, responsibilities and requirements that 
are related to their organizational missions, goals and objectives. 
Being focused on an organization's goals is important; loosing 
focus can have a debilitating impact on the organization either 
partially, or depending on the circumstances, entirely.  
 
This group forum is about security discussions, trends and overall 
discussions pertaining to 'critical infrastructure protection' and 
SCADA/control systems.  

•  To Join, Go To:  
–  http://news.infracritical.com/mailman/listinfo/scadasec 
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CERT & FIRST 

•  Find a CERT/FIRST Team to work with. 
–  Important avenue of community 

communication - Forum of Incident Response 
and Security Teams 

– Consider becoming a FIRST Member. 
– Protect yourself - SP RFPs need to require 

FIRST/CERT Membership. 
 

http://www.first.org/about/organization/teams/ 
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OPSEC Trust 
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OPSEC Trust Mission 

https://ops-trust.net/ 
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Meshed Vetting Model 

•  Use a mesh of trust vs a 
chain of trust. 

•  The strength is in the 
mesh of people who 
vouch for each other. 

•  We depends on new  
members of the 
community to take time 
to document their trust 
of existing members – 
while existing members 
document their trust for 
new members. 
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OPSEC Trust Capabilities 

•  Weekly Analysis Consultation 
•  Secure Real Time Telemetry and Data Exchange 
•  Secure Chat 
•  Warroom – Bridge, Chat, and Facilities 
•  Ability to spin up focused industry wide 

incident, interest, & investigative teams 
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Investigative Teams 

•  Each group has its 
own “trust” model. 

•  Once in the 
system, “vetting” 
information can be 
used in other 
investigations & 
incidents. 
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OPSEC Trust DB 
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Summary 
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The Security World has 
Changed! 

•  Research, Vendor, and Security hacking used to 
be the core drivers in the cyber-security world’s 
“white hat” community. 

•  Today, the industry driven and innovation is 
directly related to an “Operational Security” 
community where trust, action, and results are 
dominating factors.  
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Questions 

•  If you have questions about any of these 
groups, their capabilities, and how you can 
interact with them, please E-mail or call: 
– Barry Raveendran Greene 
– bgreene@isc.org 
– +1 408 218 4669 

•  Slides can be sent for use within the 
Operational Security Community (or 
prospective members) 


